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West Michigan Coastal Kayaker
Strength in Numbers
By Karl Geisel

Every other year I’ve been heading up an
intermediate level day trip on Lake Michigan during
the End-of-Summer weekend. WMCKA was founded
20 years ago by several hard-core sea kayakers who
taught me my skills - I figure it’s least I can do to
encourage other WMCKA members who are interested
in serious, big water kayaking to use and refine their
big-water skills. Two years ago I led a trip from North
Bar Lake to the Platte River. We ended up with three
paddlers on a weekend that was forecast to be cool,
cloudy and rainy.
In mid-summer I sent out an invitation both by a
“WMCKA Update” and in the newsletter. The
qualifications were that you needed a boat at least 15'
in length, permanent bulkheads or flotation, a reliable
self-rescue and the ability to paddle in 2-4 foot waves
for 2 hours. Four of the first six people to sign up
were people I didn’t know. This is quite worrisome
because I have no idea of their true abilities and can
only take them at their word that they have the skills
that I’ve required for the day.
By the end of August I had about a dozen people who
had signed up for the trip. I knew about half the
people on the list and some email exchanges had
made me pretty confident that the whole group was
qualified for the eleven mile trip unless conditions that
day were “ugly” and at that point we would discuss
other options for the day.

In the days heading up to the weekend the weather
forecast wasn’t optimal, but it wasn’t that bad either.
Temperatures would be in the mid-60s, rain for the
day was likely, but no thunderstorms, and the wind
was supposed to be from the SSE and S at about
10mph with 2-3 foot waves. If the rain wasn’t too bad
or missed us, it would be a nice day to paddle.
The morning of the paddle we met at the picnic area
at M22 between Lake Michigan Rd and the Platte
River. We were now down to a group of seven that
consisted of Mark Ferguson, Paul Fishback, David
Moore, Brad Plummer, Mark Sheeres, John Straatsma
and myself. I re-stated the plan for the day and the
forecast and we started moving gear.
When we got to the beach at Frankfort a look out at
the end of the jetties revealed some pounding wave
action... a bit larger then 2-3 foot waves predicted by
the forecast. John Straatsma had already indicated
that he wasn’t real at ease with large following waves,
but I tried to assure him that because the wind was
from the SSE conditions might improve once we got
North of the pier. John agreed to paddle out and
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The trip we settled on was to start in Frankfort and
paddle about five miles north to the lighthouse at
Point Betsie where we’d stop for lunch before heading
about six miles east to the mouth of the Platte River.
There were other options if conditions were too
extreme for that trip.
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Key West Time
By Art Plewka

I imagine that most travelers, after
awhile, have a spot in the itinerary
when they feel they’ve “arrived”.
Robbie’s holds a special place for me.
After the hustle and bustle of pulling
the pop-up camper through
Homestead and Florida City, I’m ready
to take a break by mile-marker 78.
Robbie’s, on Lower Matecumbe Key, is
a one-of-a-kind Tiki/Bistro on the
water with a definite Key West vibe.
As you sip your favorite cold beverage,
you’ll glimpse a couple of nearby
paddling destinations.

National Key Deer Refuge insures that it. Extensive patches of Sponge Vases
you’ll always have these four-legged were also fun to look for.
neighbors stopping by in the hopes of
sharing a little snack.

On the “backside”, there’s Lignumvitae
Key, a one hour paddle with guided
ranger tours
of the remarkable
tropical hardwoods; offered Friday
through Sunday.
Going “outside” ,
from the same launch site, there’s
Indian Key; a two-hour outing. Rangerled tours relate a history of the Calusa,
pirates and ship wreckers. On just the
right day, you might be tempted to
head southeast about a mile and a
quarter from Indian Key to check out
the site of the San Pedro, a Spanish
treasure ship that sunk in 1733.
There’s not much left of her but
ballast, but she has formed some
artificial reef which attracts fish. If
you’re snorkeling be sure to take your
diver-down flag or you could be facing
a $200.00 fine.

If I had to pick a favorite launch site,
I’d say that Geiger Key Marina would
be hard to beat. The kayak launch
ramp is covered with rubber mat and
has a fresh-water hose right at hand. A
short paddle out Shark Channel
put us in proximity to (We never found
it.) a great patch reef. We enjoyed a
change of scenery on an alternate
return route around Pelican Key. Along
the way, a sandy beach invited us for a
much needed stretch where to our
surprise we found a large pile of
sponges and an improvised swing!
Once underway again we gave up on
finding a good snorkeling spot and
turned our gaze skyward as we were
entertained by pairs of Navy fighter
j e t s , o u t o f K e y We s t , d o i n g
maneuvers. Back at the marina, as
our gear dried out, we grabbed a
waterfront table upwind of the
barbeque; “I’ll take my Grouper welldone, please.”

Shrieks and laughter of those handfeeding the giant wild Tarpon bring me
back to the fact that it’s time to move
on to our campsite at Big Pine Key
Fisherman’s Lodge. Although this site
was picked mostly for sentimental
reasons, it turns out to be a truly “key”
location to base out of. In fact, Bill
and Mary Burnham, who wrote the
”Bible” on paddling the Florida Keys
are staying in the next lane. Literally
across the road is the Great White
Heron National Wildlife Refuge. The
skinny water there is known for its
j u v e n i l e s h a r k s , s t i n g ra y s a n d
horseshoe crabs, and if for some
reason you can’t get on the water,
having a campsite that adjoins the

Little Torch Key, adjacent to the
refuge, is an excellent access to this
area, especially at low tide since there
tends to be a bit more water there.
Not far into the hour and a half paddle,
you can pick out the mega-yachts at
Little Palm Island’s super-deluxe resort.

This trip was out to the Newfound
Harbor Sanctuary Preservation Area,
the only protected inshore patch reef
i n t h e L o w e r Ke y s ; a p e r f e c t
opportunity to snorkel off of the kayak
for the first time. The coral here is not
the best but there are fans and brain
coral and quite a few fish including the
ubiquitous barracuda. In the end, the
snorkeling angle worked very well,
towing the kayak/dive flag behind as I
explored. It was a day that called for
a variety of skills and for that reason
there was a stronger sense of
accomplishment. (Thanks WMCKA
symposium!)
With the blustery “cold” weather that
prevailed, we often found ourselves
choosing more protected routes. One
day we launched right off the
campground ramp into Spanish Pass,
to paddle under what’s left of the
railroad bridge from Flagler’s Folly.
This untended shoreline was full of
storm debris (trash) but the Osprey
and one very large Iguana made up for
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2010 Annual Membership Meeting
The annual meeting and paddling
weekend is right around the corner
and scheduled for October 8-10, 2010
at the Northern Exposure
Campground.
The campground is
located on the Hodenpyle Dam, which
is on the Manistee River.
The
Hodenpyle Dam is approximately 6
miles long and about a mile wide. It is
surrounded by beautiful pine and
hardwood forests. The dam waters
are clean and clear.
In addition to paddling on the dam,
there is an opportunity to paddle on
the Manistee River above or below the
dam. This would be an option in the
event of extremely windy or inclement
weather.
The campground itself will have
numerous open sites. During October,
very few other campers will be found
at Northern Exposure.
The
campground manger has reserved an
entire section of the campground
exclusively for the WMCKA event.
Each site has piped-in water and
electric. There will be reduced rates to
WMCKA members, and both tent and
RV sites are available.
There are
excellent launch opportunities at every
single waterfront site.
This
campground has newly paved blacktop
access roads, and numerous hiking
trails on the camp property, as well as
access to the North Country trail
nearby. The campground management
is extremely friendly, and educated by
o u r e s t e e m e d m e m b e r, L y n n
Dominguez.
On Saturday evening at 6 pm, WMCKA
will provide their now famous “Almost
Endless WMCKA Pasta Bar” for dinner
for a donation, and attendees are
requested to bring a side dish, such as
salads, bread, vegetables, or desserts.
Although there should be no problem
with last-minute arrivals, campground
management recommends calling
ahead for reservations and using the
WMCKA name to ensure that everyone
is in the same area. There are no

parking restrictions at Northern R e f l e c t i o n s o n t h e
Exposure, so we should have no
problem accommodating any day Water
By Shelley Misenheimer, Editor
visitors.
Directions:
Northern Exposure
Campground is located north of Grand
Rapids, traveling US 131 to M-115,
then northwest to Mesick, Michigan.
From Grand Rapids, it is approximately
a 2-hour drive to Northern Exposure.

Fall is such a beautiful time to paddle.
The temperatures are cooler, the
motorboats are gone, and the lakes
are quiet and peaceful. Paddling this
time of year is such a Sabbath
experience.

The campground phone numbers for
reservations are toll free:
1-800-563-7425, or 231-885-1199. If
you have any questions, contact Bill
and Anne Keith at 231-779-4349 or
email eakeith1@gmail.com

However, winter will soon be here and
our sea kayaks banished to the barn
for the long cold winter.
Our
whitewater boats will make their
annual appearance for trips to the EMU
pool.
I’m very thankful to have at least one
more opportunity for a weekend
paddle. For the first time, Steve and I
will attend the Annual Membership
meeting in Mesick next weekend. I’m
very excited to connect with other
paddlers for a fun weekend of paddling
and pasta.
We hope to see you there!

Plewka, Continued from p. 2
It was also at this marina that we
discovered Howard Livingston, the
Mile-Marker 24 band and our theme
song, “I’m Livin’ On Key West Time.” It
was a steel-drum, Conch-Funk (My
term. I’m still ‘adjusting’ to MI.) great
time!
The evening was capped off
when Howard and friends mixed up a
batch of Margaritas on their 1952
Johnson outboard motor/blender! This
first batch was auctioned off for
$1,300.00 to raise money for Kids’
Care Cancer Camp. Long live the
Conch Republic!
References:
“Florida Keys Paddling
Atlas” Bill & Mary Burnham
“Kayaking the Keys” Kathleen Patton
“ Guide to Kayaking in Southern
Florida” Nigel Foster
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assess the conditions. He could always come back and do
something else.
In the forefront of my mind was the fact that a week earlier
two kayakers were rescued by helicopter from the middle of
Sleeping Bear Bay. They were paddling off of Sleeping Bear
Point in 25-30mph winds and got swept a mile from shore
and were swimming the the water two miles apart when
rescued. The next day their boats were located at Pyramid
Point, six miles from where had been paddling when their
ordeal started.
As we were prepping our boats, David Moore let us know
that he had forgotten to pack his sprayskirt, but he did have
a pump to pump out any water in his cockpit if it became
an issue. A quick check of the groups collective inventory
found two extra sprayskirts, one of which fit David’s boat
just fine. This would be the first example of why it’s a good
idea to paddle with a group - especially when conditions
aren’t optimal.

between the two walls. The wind was stronger than
expected, probably 15-20mph. A glance north showed
those conditions extending north for the entire five-mile
leg to Point Betsie. John was definitely not comfortable,
but successfully paddled out and made a turn around the
lighthouse to the north side of the pier before announcing
that he was going to opt out of the rest of trip.
Realistically assessing your skills and the conditions you
are paddling in is one of the most important skills one can
have. Knowing when to stop and act on the knowledge
that you are about to do something that is not safe is
something that paddlers need to feel free to express to the
group and others in the group need to be remain flexible
enough to accommodate those decisions. John was able to
realize that for the next five miles, he’d be paddling in
conditions that were well beyond his comfort zone. He
paddled into shore and we made sure that he made it to
the beach safely.
The remaining six of us continued paddling North towards
Point Betsie. A pretty consistent rhythm of waves and wind
pushed us along at a good clip. There were about a halfdozen 1-3 foot waves followed by two to three 3-4 footers.
The group kept close enough to make sure everyone was
doing well and before reaching the Point we gathered up
to discuss landing possibilities.

As we launched, it started to rain in earnest. At least we
were all dressed for getting wet.

The water around the lighthouse was surreal. I’ve never
seen anything quite like it while paddling. The color
seemed to be almost white with a hint a blue making it
very hard to see the texture of the waves. The jetties and
brake-wall around the light was reflecting the 3-4 foot
waves back on themselves making for even higher peaks.
A bit further, around to the north and east of the
lighthouse, the water calmed down a bit, but the swells
were still breaking hard on shore and the beach was
littered with fist sized boulders. Little did we know that
one of the boats had sustained some damage while
making the landing. More on that later.

Once we reached the end of the channel we found out just
what the conditions on the lake were all about. There were
definitely some “healthy” 3 foot waves out there. They were
hitting the jetties and bouncing around pretty good

Once out of our boats, we headed off towards the
lighthouse in search of a roof. En route we met John
again. He had driven up from Frankfort and joined us for
lunch. We found the refurbished fog-house building which

Heading to Point Betsie with following wind and waves. (Photo:
Brad Plummer).
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was empty except for some tables and Once out beyond the surf zone, we
chairs.... the perfect lunch spot!
met up with Jim Jorgenson and Dave
Fletcher who had paddled down from
the Platte. They paddled back with us
for a bit before landing on the beach
for their own lunch.

Rounding Point Betsie (Photo: Jay Bert,
walksoftlyphotos.com)

After a few minutes Jay Bert, one of
the volunteers at the lighthouse, came
in and talked to us about our trip and
mentioned that he kayaks quite a bit
as well. He handed Paul his card and
told us that he had taken some photos
of us from the top of the lighthouse.
This was great news to those of us
who had been unable to take any
pictures due to the rain, waves and
wind on the lake.
After filling our stomachs and relaxing
a bit, we headed back to our boats and
launched through the surf. The short,
steep beach and dumping waves made
this one of the more challenging parts
of the day. Mark Ferguson’s foot
braced had come loose during his
launch, but conditions east of the
lighthouse were such that he could
paddle OK and it wasn’t worth
attempting another landing and
launching off the rough beach.

For the next 30 minutes, conditions
were perfect. There was still the
occasional swell wrapping around the
point, but for the most part we were in
the lea of the wind protected by the
bluffs at Point Betsie and padding on
flat water.
Half way from Point Betsie to the Platte
I noticed that Mark S’s boat was riding
very low in the stern and a bit high in
the bow - definitely a situation that
needed quick attention. We made
quick work of getting on the beach and
found a few gallons of water in Mark’s
boat along with a penny sized hole
that had been punched through the
hull. Another quick survey of the
groups inventory found two sources of
duct tape, the most accessible being in
the pocket of Paul Fishback’s back
pack. We dried off the area around the
hole and put two pieces of tape on the
inside and outside of the boat. Mark
Ferguson used this opportunity to fix
his food peg and we were soon back
on the water and headed for the home
stretch.

The duct tape patch had held fast and
no additional water had come in.
With Kenneth Nesbitt watching our
boats, we drove down to Frankfort and
retrieved our cars. An hour later we
were in dry clothes, boats loaded and
ready to head to Joe’s Friendly Tavern
in Empire and have dinner with a
group of 22 of West Michigan’s finest
kayakers.

Mark Sheeres (in front) and Paul Fishback
discussing the merits of duct tape after the
repair. (Photo: Brad Plummer)

Overall, the plan for the day had been
executed, albeit with a few hiccups,
none of which ended up as major
issues due to the planning,
resourcefulness and behavior of all the
members of the group.
All seven
members of the group (this includes
John Straatsma) acted just as you
would hope any member of the group
would. Staying together, acting as one
We pulled into boat launch at the end and not allowing pride to hinder the
of the Platte River shortly before 3pm. safety of the group.
Once on shore we check Mark S’s boat.
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Bill Keith
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Secretary

Julie Stevens
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Symp. Chair
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Web Guy

Karl Geisel
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karl.geisel@wmcka.org

Newsletter
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Submissions

UPCOMING PADDLES
Paddles on the WMCKA Web site
Remember that the events marked with
a n a s t e r i s k ( * ) a r e n o n -W M C K A
sponsored events.

Calendar
October 8-10, 2010
WMCKA Annual Meeting

FOR SALE
The end of paddling season is a great time to take inventory
of your gear and plan for upgrades! List your For Sale items
here for free!

WANTED
WANTED: Articles and photos about your kayaking
adventures! Send to: wmcka.news@Yahoo.com

Articles, photos, trip reports, announcements
for trips or any other materials related to
kayaking are welcome for submission.
Electronic media (plain text or MS-Word
format) is preferred. Materials are subject to
editing
Send to: wmcka.news@Yahoo.com
Submissions due by 15th of the month
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